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509 funding calculation sheets are provided to school administrators 
and teachers during the DACCTE school visits.  Funding sheets are 
also provided upon request. 

Sheets have the Division 1 and 2 monies listed on it that are 
allocated to each school and are also broken down by program. 

509 
How do we arrive at the numbers on the sheet? 

Funding 
How is the sheet calculated? Sheet 

It is helpful, but not necessary to review the “State Funding Basics” 
PowerPoint prior to viewing this one. In the following slides I will 
break down the 509-funding information in greater detail. 



 

 
 

 
  

Minutes 
(Seat Time) 

Each year every school must complete the “Unit Count”. This 
determines the number of students enrolled in a program. 

Unit Count is reported to the Delaware Department of 
Education and totals are calculated for “minutes”. 

The minutes are separated into Division 1 and Division 2. 

Division 1 is for Staffing. 

Divison 2 is separated in Energy Costs and Other Supplies, 
Materials, and Equipment.  



       
     

       
        

 

   
     

        
     

      

Division 1 

Division 1 funds are totaled using the Unit Count and reported for 
each course, etc. that is taught. 

This number is added across the whole school for every CTE course 
and a school arrives at a number of CTE staffing units allotted for 
the entire school. 

For example- A school that generates 3 units in agriculture and 3 
units in business will combine for a total of 6 units for the school. 
This doesn’t mean that there are 6 CTE teachers at the school. 
There may be 5 teachers and the 6th unit is being used by the 
District in another way.  This is acceptable.  Don’t be alarmed. 



   
      

       

        
     

   
    

        
    

    
     

Division 2-
Other 
Supplies, 
Material, 
and 
Equipment 

If you are looking at your funding sheet, pay no attention to the 
Division 2- Energy costs.  You can’t use it to buy supplies, etc.  This 
money is used to pay the light bill, heating, cooling, etc. 

Once all Division 2 units for the school are added together, we get a 
total number for the entire school. (This is also broken down by 
program) 

For example- Those 3 Agriculture (Division 1 units) are producing 
8.3 Division 2 units. We take the 8.3 and multiply that by $2925 
which equals $24,277.50.  This is 100% of the funds the Agriculture 
program generates for supplies.  Each CTE program at the school 
would be calculated in the same way and a total for the school 
would be arrived at. 



 
  

 
   

 
  

   
 

 
  

  
 

Division 2-
Other 
Supplies, 
Material, 
and 
Equipment 

Using the previous slides example of a total of $24,277.50, the 
State Law allows for 10% of that amount to go toward 
Administrative purposes, discretion, etc.  However, 90% of the 
funds should be going to the program that generates the 
funding. 

This is where many people get confused about the 90%, ideally 
in our example, Agriculture would get 90% of the $24,277.50. 
However, the Administration of the school has the discretion to 
use that funding for other CTE program areas.  This means that 
if the Agriculture department only needed/used $18,000 , the 
remainder of what the Agriculture department generated 
could be spent in another CTE area at the school or vice versa. 
509 funding is to be spent on CTE programs only! This is the 
student supply money for projects, etc. 



 
  

Contact the DACCTE office 
and we will be happy to help! 

More Explanation Needed? 




